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How does this website work? What is AsseenOn.Net? AsSeenOn.Net is a blog which collects the same
category like top, nlogit, download, how to, blog list, software, game, movies, etc and post the

complete review and tutorial of them. At the same time, we also try to provide visitors with the best
and latest programs.Q: Can access to facebook webhook - FB.Event.subscribe asp.net I want to

create and call webhook that show news in my website. I used a library but when i tried to subscribe
my app, i got error : Facebook on Webhook: This application is not allowed to send the following

Facebook events: User management, User photo and user permissions, User timeline, User friends,
User birthday, User location. Users can only subscribe to custom application events. My code is very

simple : FB.Event.subscribe('app-id/app-name/'+data.gid+'/'+data.sid, function(data){
console.log(data); }); My App use Facebook access_token and secret_key that i found as string in my

page source when i try to debug the webhook call on facebook : My question is: Is it true that fb
cannot subscribe some event? My second question is : Is there another way to subscribe to events in
asp.net and manage them later from my c# code? Edit : I know that most of you will say the library
to use but i don't know it. A: Adding an answer to this question to mark it as solved. You need to use
the Graph API for this. Q: EmberJS - How to make a component available to all routes? I have several
routes in my application, some are child routes of other routes. I'd like the component that I defined

in a route to be available on all other routes too. Here is what I mean : c6a93da74d
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